
Central management unit
„The brain "of the AgeVolt charging system. It can manage 1-96 charging
stations. It can be placed in an electrical switchboard in a building, in a self-
standing switchboard as well as in a charging station. The unit is connected to
the energy meters that provide information on building consumption and the
actual congestion rate of key places. It controls the charging performance to
prevent network congestion and exceeding the reserve capacity

Energy meter 1
It guards the reserve capacity, in our case 600 kW.

Building consumption
The model building is using 400 kW. It means that parking lots can use a
maximum of 200 kW (600 – 400 kW).

Energy meter 2
It is placed where the maximum loading rate is limited, in our case it is 132 kW. It is sending information to the central
management unit on reaching the maximum limit thus the central unit immediately will reduce the charging performance to
prevent congestion and unwanted electricity outage.

Parking lot 2
The parking lot 2 is using its maximum – 132 kW, 10 kW belongs to lights and the remaining 122 kW is distributed among cars
that are being charged.

Prioritization
The system AgeVolt offers an option to prioritize a car. A car with VIP card gets maximal charging performance (22 kW), it can
get higher performance than common user. In parking lot 1 the common users are getting 15,3 kW, considering the actual
situation in parking lot 2 the common users are getting 14 kW each.

Energy meter 3
It is placed on another key place with a limited maximum loading rate of 132 kW. In case of AgeVolt, it provides information
about the actual parking lot 1 loading rate. Although the capacity is not full yet (68 of 132 kW), the central management unit
must control it considering the high building consumption 400 kW and reserve capacity 600 kW.

Other connection options
The charging stations can be mutually connected into a star (one cable for each charging station) or cascade (only one cable)
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